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Preface 
Oracle Hospitality Simphony First Edition is a cloud-based Point-of-Sale (POS) solution 
that provides business management capabilities using a single tool with vast integration 
capabilities to property management systems, paperless kitchen display systems, credit 
card interfaces, and reporting applications 

Purpose 

These Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and 
corrections implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not 
instructional. Review Simphony First Edition's product documentation, including technical 
and application advisories for previous versions, for detailed information on installation, 
upgrade, configuration, and general use. 

Audience 

This document is intended for all users of Simphony First Edition release 1.8.x.x 

Customer Support 

To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 

https://support.oracle.com 

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 

• Product version and program/module name 

• Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 

• Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 

• Exact error message received and any associated log files 

• Screenshots of each step you take 

Documentation 

Product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/food-beverage/pos.html  

Revision History 

Date Description of Change 

January 2020 Initial publication. 

February 2020 • Minor edit of Chapter 2 on page 2-1. 
• Updated Chapter 1 to include information 

regarding Service Host Status 
functionality. 

August 2020 • Updated Chapter 1 - Interfaces content. 
• Updated Chapter 2 to refer users to the 

Oracle Food and Beverage Compatibility 
Matrix. 

• Updated Chapter 5 - Known Issues 
Interfaces section. 

https://support.oracle.com/
https://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/food-beverage/pos.html
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1  
Features and Updates 

This chapter describes the features and updates contained in this release. 

Credit Cards 
Support to Use Kiosk Screen with Credit Cards 
The Workstations option 15 - Use Kiosk Screen for Credit Card now allows workstation 
operators to use the kiosk screen when performing credit card authorizations. When 
enabled, POS workstations suppress the on-screen keyboard when the CCard Auth 
function key is pressed. 

Database Server 
Support for Oracle Database 12c Enterprise Edition 
You can now install Simphony First Edition on the Oracle 12c Database Server. 

Enterprise Management Console (EMC) 
Support for Generating Employee Permission Report from 
EMC 
The Employee Permission Report is now available in the EMC. You can generate the 
report by navigating to the Employee Permission Report module under the Personnel 
section at the Enterprise level. 
See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about the Employee Permission Report. 

Support for EMC Password Enhancements 
Stronger EMC password enforcement has been added with this release. 
See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Security Guide, specifically Chapter 2 in 
the Passwords Overview section, for more information about EMC password 
requirements. 
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Interfaces 
Beginning with the Simphony First Edition 1.8.1 patch release, specific steps for 
configuring an interface to the Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property Management System 
(PMS) are being reintroduced to the product. This configuration allows you to post more 
comprehensive guest check detail and transaction totals to the Front-Office folios of 
guests of the property. This interface can now be configured directly from the EMC. 

Some of the highlights of this interface are: 

• Front-Office Posting Capabilities 
• Posts up to sixteen Sales Itemizers 
• Posts up to eight Tax Itemizers 
• Posts up to sixteen Discount Itemizers if the Full Discount and Service Charge 

breakdown option is enabled, otherwise one Discount Itemizer is posted. 
• Posts up to two Service Charge Itemizers 
• Check details are posted after a transaction’s payment is finalized 

Inquiry Capabilities from the Workstation 

• Supports inquiries by Guest name or Room number, returning the following 
information: 
- Guest Last Name, First Name, and Title 
- Arrival and Departure dates 
- Room Number and Room Type 

• Displays a Guest’s reservation detail 
• Displays a Guest’s transaction history  
• Display or Print Guest messages 
• Supports the entry of Guest messages 
• Displays a Guest’s onsite location 
• Supports the entry of a Guest’s onsite location 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library, specifically 
Chapter - 3 PMS Interfaces, for more information about Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS 
interface configuration. 
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Kitchen Display System (KDS) 
KDS Updated to Latest Technologies 
With this release, Windows 32, POSReady 7, and POSReady 2009 clients require the 
following technology versions to run the KDS: 

Table 1-1 - KDS Client Version Requirements 

Client .NET Framework Version Visual C++ Runtime Version 
Windows 32 v4.6.2 v14.0 

Microsoft Embedded 
POSReady 7 

v4.6.2 v14.0 

Microsoft Embedded 
POSReady 2009 

v4.0 v14.0 

Point-of-Sale (POS) Client 
Support for DT Research DT317 Tablet 
Simphony First Edition now supports the DT Research DT317 Mobile Point-of-Sale 
(POS) tablet, which runs on Microsoft Windows 10. 

Support for Fingerprint Reader 
Simphony First Edition now supports identification of employees using a fingerprint 
reader. An employee can use a fingerprint to log in to the POS client or the EMC.  

Simphony First Edition supports fingerprint drivers with POS clients running Microsoft 
Windows 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. The installation media now includes a new 
CAL package for the DigitalPersona Fingerprint Driver. This CAL package needs to be 
deployed on the workstation where the fingerprint reader device is used. 

If you want to use a fingerprint reader with a device, as a pre-requisite step, you need to 
install the DigitalPersona driver before installing or upgrading to Simphony First Edition 
release 1.8.  

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about fingerprint device configuration. 
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Printing 
Support for Printing Headers and Trailers on Order Chits 
You can now define custom headers and trailers for order chits in the RVC Descriptors 
module, and then have them print to order devices by enabling Order Devices options 21 
- Print order device chit header and 22 - Print order device chit trailer. 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about configuring custom headers and trailers for order chits. 

Security 
Support for Transport Layer Security 1.2 Encryption Protocol 
With this release, Simphony First Edition supports the Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 
Encryption Protocol. The TLS protocol encrypts your data and provides a secure and 
reliable data transmission between POS workstations and application servers. 

• You need to have CAL version 139 or higher on your system to support TLS 1.2, and 
to run SarOps on workstations. CAL 139 or higher is also required on your system for 
the Simphony First Edition release 1.8 to update your system’s CAL packages to 
CAL 145. 

• If you make Proxy Server changes in the EMC, Enterprise level, Enterprise 
Parameters, Services tab, under the Communication Options, Proxy Service 
Address field, the POS workstation clients need to be restarted in order for the 
changes to take effect. 

Support for Enabling POS Workstation USB Ports for 
Peripheral Devices 
Oracle MICROS workstations come standard with USB ports. Typically, USB ports are 
enabled on workstations by default. Beginning with Simphony First Edition release 1.8, 
workstation USB ports are disabled when SAROps is running. To enable workstation 
USB ports, two methods have been introduced.  

1. You can assign workstation USB ports for USB devices in the EMC at the property 
level, Workstations, Devices tab. USB ports can also be assigned to USB remote 
printers in the EMC Printers module. 

2. The Property Management Console (PMC) Diagnostics mode has been enhanced to 
allow you to enable individual USB ports on workstations for one hour at a time. 
When the hour time limit expires, the USB port is automatically disabled. 

Most devices supported by Simphony First Edition are serial (RS-232) connected 
devices; however, some devices, such as Barcode readers, require USB ports and a 
virtual serial port driver. 

A new Workstation module peripheral device named Keyboard / Mouse / Other (USB 
Devices) has been added so you can connect a USB Keyboard, a USB Mouse, and 
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other USB connected devices such as a Generic Barcode reader, Serial Mag Stripe 
Reader, or Digital Persona Fingerprint reader to workstations. 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library, specifically 
Chapter 14: Peripheral Devices, for more information about enabling USB ports on 
POS workstations. 

Service Host Status Module 
Reimplementation for Service Host Status Module 
Originally, the Service Host Status Module was removed from Simphony First Edition 
version 1.7.6. The module is now available again for Simphony First Edition version 1.8. 

The following list contains the new columns added into the current iteration of the Service 
Host Status Module: 

• Client Application Loader (CAL) Property Server 

• Offline Transaction Cache (OTC) Property Server 

• Offline Labor Cache (OLC) Property Server 

• Last Live Status Update Time 

• Since Last Update 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library, specifically 
Chapter 24 – Service Host, for more information about the Service Host Status Module. 

Simphony First Edition Web Portal (SFEWP) 
Support for New Methodology to Install Remote EMC and 
Download CAL Setup File 
The introduction of the Simphony First Edition Web Portal (SFEWP) is meant to assist 
with installing remote Enterprise Management Console (EMC) clients, and also allows 
downloading of the Client Application Loader (CAL) setup file for devices running a 
Microsoft Windows operating system (for Win32 devices only). 

The SFEWP is for privileged users (using their EMC logon credentials), and can be 
accessed from any computer on the same network as the Simphony First Edition 
application server. 

The SFEWP replaces the legacy AppLoader utility, and after Simphony First Edition 
release 1.8 is installed (or upgraded to from an earlier release), all remote EMC clients 
are self-updated during subsequent upgrades with the same versions of files that are 
updated on the Simphony First Edition application server. 

After downloading the CAL client installation file, you can copy it to a portable storage 
device, connect it to a workstation, and then configure CAL per the usual method. 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about the Simphony First Edition Web Portal. 
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System Interface Module (SIM) 
Support for SIM Enhancements 
Simphony First Edition release 1.8 introduces additional security measures for SIM Script 
handling and file validation. A new SIM Scripts module has been added to the EMC at 
the Enterprise level under the Enterprise Information section. 

The security enhancements include: 

• Allowing authenticated users to insert a variety of files, including SIM scripts (and any 
necessary supporting files), DLLs, and image files directly into the enterprise 
transaction database.  

- Each imported file has an associated checksum generated to allow the system to 
validate and verify that the files have not been tampered with.  

- The first time a file is loaded into the SIM engine for execution, the checksum is 
recomputed and compared against the stored checksum. If the checksum is 
validated, the file is loaded and executed. If the checksum is not valid, the file is 
not loaded. 

- Versioning has also been implemented for files as they are imported and auto-
incremented when files are subsequently edited or modified. 

• The introduction of a standalone SIM Script Migration Utility allows privileged users 
to scan existing CAL packages and identify those packages that contain SIM scripts 
(and any necessary supporting files), and then migrate them all into the transaction 
database. The SIM Script Migration Utility can be executed immediately after 
performing either a fresh installation or after completing an upgrade to Simphony 
First Edition release 1.8. 

• The new Property Management Console (PMC) SIM File tab is available for 
privileged users on workstations. The PMC SIM File tab allows you to view and 
validate the files downloaded to the workstation’s SIM folder. 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about the latest SIM enhancements. 

Workstation Status/Control 
Support for Enhanced Functions 
When a user requests to view the communication status, directory lists, or log files from 
SarOps, this information is now sent to the Enterprise. The workstation database table 
contains new columns to support the enhanced Workstation Status/Control module 
functions. Entries are cleared from the WS_EXT_LOGS_REQUESTED and 
WS_EXT_LOG_FILES tables in MICROSDB after users view, save the files, or close the 
Workstation View. 

See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation Library for more 
information about the Workstation Status/Control module. 
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2  
System Requirements, Supported Systems, 
and Compatibility 

The Oracle Food and Beverage Compatibility Matrix provides information on system 
requirements, supported devices, and compatibility. 
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3  
Installation and Upgrade 

The Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition 1.8 Installation Guide contains information 
about installing and upgrading Simphony First Edition. 
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4  
Resolved Issues 

The following issues have been fixed since the last release. 

Table 4-1 - Resolved Issues 

Module CRID TPID / Jira Description 
Autosequencer 35295 62697 / 

FPSF-1235 
Simphony First Edition now records the correct date values 
when Start of Day (SOD) runs manually. Additionally, when 
configuring SOD to run manually, the Time field no longer 
grays out; that is, you can configure the latest time of day at 
which to run the manual SOD. 

The Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition Documentation 
Library contains more information about Configuring a 
Manual SOD. 

Credit Card 
Batching 

N/A 135604 / 
FPSF-1429 

Tender/Media option 34 - Prompt for Debit or Credit Card 
is no longer available in the EMC. This resolves the issue 
where the system failed to create credit card batches on 
Oracle environments when a card was flagged as a debit 
card. 

Credit Card 
Batching 

N/A 117527 / 
FPSF-1348 

The EMC no longer allows creation of PC Autosequences 
for credit card batching with the following settings: 

• No property or RVC Parameters. 

• Multiple property number parameters. 

• Multiple revenue center numbers from different 
properties. 

This prevents configurations that result in Enterprise level 
batches. 

Database N/A FPSF-2952 Excess unused indexes from the MCRSPOS schema 
reports are removed, and no longer negatively affect system 
performance. 

Direct Posting 
Service (DPS) 

N/A 129301 / 
FPSF-1373 

When Property Parameters option 17 - Post Non-Taxable 
Sales Totals Net of Discount is enabled, Tax Summary 
Reports now show the discounted net sales amount in the 
None-Taxable Sales line, instead of the full net sales. 

DPS N/A 151990 / 
FPSF-1681 

Reporting issues no longer occur when using automatic 
discounts on menu items with inclusive taxes. 

DPS N/A 24374 / 
FPSF-1151 

Data Posting Service (DPS) now posts checks to Reporting 
and Analytics when the guest count exceeds 32,768. 

DPS N/A 145828 / 
FPSF-1548 

Discounts no longer post a different timestamp than the rest 
of a given check. 
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Module CRID TPID / Jira Description 
EGateway N/A 85508 / 

FPSF-1284 
Originally, a fix was made to prevent credit card data from 
being logged to meet PCI compliance. However, this 
resulted in preventing all PMS communications—regardless 
of containing credit card data—from being logged. This 
would override the option that allowed PMS logging for 
troubleshooting purposes, and thus rendering the fix as non-
PCI compliant. The fix has been remedied so that PMS 
communications are now logged and subsequently deleted 
after use, for the purposes of debugging via the Enable 
Interface Log option. 

Enterprise 
Management 
Control (EMC) 

30930 6746 / 
FPSF-1081 

Job codes assigned to employees imported using the 
Import/Export utility now save permanently. 

EMC 28601 6519 / 
FPSF-1074 

When attempting to view all records in Menu Item 
Maintenance, the EMC no longer stops responding after 
returning only 25% of the data. 

EMC N/A 147231 / 
FPSF-1579 

Using the F4 key to paste (and also using the F3 key to 
copy, and then the F4 key to paste) values when changing 
multiple price records now saves without issue. 

EMC 

 

N/A 147232 / 
FPSF-1580 

Using the F4 key to paste (and also using the F3 key to 
copy, and then the F4 key to paste) values when changing 
Tender/Media groups now saves without issue. 

EMC N/A 9593 / 
FPSF-1100 

Job codes no longer fail to copy as a template from an 
existing employee record to a new employee record. 

EMC N/A N/A / FPSF-
1067 

EMC fields with popup menus in table view can now be 
edited directly using keyboard inputs. 

EMC N/A 94236 / 
FPSF-1301 

In the EMC, a single failed user login attempt was being 
counted as multiple attempts, causing users to be locked 
out of their accounts prematurely. This issue has been fixed 
so that a failed user login attempt is counted as a single 
attempt, allowing users to attempt logins until they meet the 
configured attempt value set in Enterprise Parameters.  

EMC N/A 27327 / 
FPSF-1167 

The Maximum Number of Days setting for Move History is 
now configurable in the EMC. 

Import/Export 
Service 

34551 36496 / 
FPSF-1189 

Exporting time card details through the Import/Export utility 
no longer sporadically fails when an employee has both 
regular and overtime values. 

Integrations N/A 6832 / 
FPSF-1083 

The Time Period Summary Report results in Reporting and 
Analytics are now sortable and appear in the same time 
order as listed in the EMC. 

Interfaces N/A 136391 / 
FPSF-1439 

Sales itemizers now post accurately when a room charge 
tender voids from a reopened check. 

Interfaces N/A 130141 / 
FPSF-1378 

Check images sent to the OPERA interface now include 
service charge and check summary details. 

Interfaces N/A 149711 / 
FPSF-1617 

Transaction Services no longer stops working after changes 
are made to RVC Parameters for a revenue center. 

Interfaces N/A 152206 / 
FPSF-1688 

When using the OPERA enhanced interface, the Florida 
surcharge tax rate now posts correctly to OPERA. 
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Module CRID TPID / Jira Description 
Kitchen Display 
System (KDS) 

N/A 138984 / 
FPSF-1484 

After a guest name is added to an open check, order chits 
on the KDS now dynamically update with the guest name 
when using Dynamic Order Mode (DOM) Fire on Fly. 

KDS N/A 58174 / 
FPSF-1229 

An order type no longer blacks out on the KDS display after 
an employee manually changes the order type. 

Labor Posting 
Service (LPS) 

N/A 140896 / 
FPSF-1500 

Timecards no longer fail to post to Reporting and Analytics 
after a manager adjusts them. 

New Data 
Transfer 
Service (DTS) 

N/A 136618 / 
FPSF-1445 

The NewDTS no longer overrides service charge master 
records in Reporting and Analytics when service charges 
share the same object number across properties. 

NewDTS N/A 136613 / 
FPSF-1440 

Revenue centers no longer post checks to the incorrect 
business date when running MSOD. 

NewDTS 31587 7155 / 
FPSF-1090 

Property Management Console (PMC) Reports no longer 
fail to generate in certain revenue centers within a property, 
when a revenue center is deleted. 

POS Client N/A 135722 / 
FPSF-1433 

Windows AutoPlay is now disabled by default on POS 
workstations. 

POS Client N/A 151958 / 
FPSF- 1677 

Checks added to another check are no longer possible to 
adjust after clicking the Adjust Closed Check function. 

POS Client N/A 139912 / 
FPSF-1491 

The SIM Scan Barcode function no longer fails when 
encountering a line feed during a scan of 2D barcodes. 

POS Client N/A 127864 / 
FPSF-1367 

The magnetic card reader no longer fails to function on 
Microsoft Windows Embedded POSReady 7 and 
POSReady 2009 clients when switching between revenue 
centers. 

POS Client 36793 

36192 

111101 

88849 / 
FPSF-1339 

FPSF-1290 

POS workstations running Microsoft Windows 7 and 
Microsoft Windows 8 now show all reference entries in 
uppercase. Consequently, screen lookup now sorts checks 
properly when using check names, and the OPERA 
property management system (PMS) no longer rejects 
messages due to case sensitivity. 

POS Client 35805 77935 / 
FPSF-1276 

The DPS now posts very large direct and indirect tip 
amounts to Reporting and Analytics without error. 

POS Client 35208 58221 / 
FPSF-1230 

Workstation operators can now select multiple condiments 
using the [Number] and @/For key combination on the pop-
up keypad when Menu Item Classes option 21 - Require 
Number of Condiments to Match Number of Parent 
Items is enabled. 

POS Client 33944 26148 / 
FPSF-1159 

Restarting a POS workstation immediately after closing a 
check using the CCard Lookup function key no longer 
results in failed batch creation when Workstations option 5 - 
Do Not Clear Screen After Transaction is set. 

POS Client N/A 141241 / 
FPSF-1503 

Reopened closed checks no longer lose menu items after 
voiding the original payment tender. 

POS Client N/A 152257 / 
FPSF-1689 

Sites that have multiple surcharge tax rates no longer print 
one combined itemized line on the guest check, and instead 
print multiple itemized lines for each rate as intended. 

POS Client N/A 148592 / 
FPSF-1600 

Adding and splitting checks no longer creates invalid carried 
over totals between different employees. 
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Module CRID TPID / Jira Description 
POS Client N/A 111415 / 

FPSF-1340 
Employees are no longer prevented from signing in to a 
workstation that has multiple configured revenue centers. 

POS Client N/A 65995 / 
FPSF-1240 

The NLU Group Key Function now pulls up the NLU list as 
intended. 

POS Client N/A 146995 / 
FPSF-1571 

Voiding a tender when adjusting a closed check with an 
automatic discount no longer removes the discount from the 
check.   

POS Client N/A 131737  / 
FPSF-1396 

The scrollbar no longer disappears from the 8-MMH Review 
screen after tapping on the screen. 

POS Client N/A 148925 / 
FPSF-1607 

Some discounts configured to require a reference entry 
were being automatically masked, which led to broken 
exports. This is fixed so that the reference entries are no 
longer automatically masked. 

POS Client N/A N/A / FPSF-
2868 

Checks cannot be started or picked up when the 
workstation date is older than the local business date. 

Printing N/A 42840 / 
FPSF-1201 

Receipts no longer automatically print at the end of a 
transaction, regardless of which option a customer selects 
for on-demand printing. 

Reports 42122 42122 / 
FPSF-1198 

Time Period Summary Reports now show labor totals when 
Property Parameters option 19 - Print Labor Totals on the 
Time Period Rpts is enabled. 

Reports 31416 7007 / 
FPSF-1087 

When checks transfer, outstanding amounts now post to the 
transaction operator instead of the check owner.  

Reports N/A 150060 / 
FPSF-1624 

The Bank Due area of a blind drop report no longer shows a 
line for cash media tender when option 4 - Do Not Display 
for Blind Drop Reports is enabled. 

Transaction 
Services 

N/A 140392 / 
FPSF-1494 

Orders sent from Transaction Services appear on the 
Kitchen Display System without issue. 

Transaction 
Services 

N/A 135379 / 
FPSF-1428 

Transaction Services no longer times out when SIM file 
access is enabled for the property. 
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5  
Known Issues 

The following issues are known for this Simphony First Edition release:  

Table 5-1 - Known Issues 

Module BugDB TPID / Jira Description 
Interfaces 28803203 166243 / 

FPSF-1920 
Fresh installations of Simphony First Edition release 1.8 
do not support the use of non-secure ports to 
communicate to the 1.8 EGateway Service. The 
Simphony First Edition 1.6.x and 1.7.x releases are not 
supported using the TLS 1.2 protocol. An upgrade to the 
1.8 release continues to support the use of non-secure 
ports for those application clients running releases prior to 
version 1.8. 

Interfaces 25380194 • FPSF-1716, 
FPSF-1416 

• FPSF-3363 

• Simphony First Edition version 1.8 GR does not support 
the Enhanced OPERA PMS Interface. 

• Update – Beginning with the Simphony First Edition 
1.8.1 patch release, the enhanced OPERA PMS 
Interface is now supported. 

KDS N/A FPSF-3164 POS Ready 2009 workstations are not supported for use 
as Kitchen Display System (KDS) Controller service 
hosts. 

POS Client N/A 158502 / 
FPSF-1778 

POSReady 2009 workstations cannot be used as credit 
card service hosts. A system level proxy must be set up to 
use POSReady 2009 workstations as service hosts.  
See the Oracle MICROS Simphony First Edition 
Documentation Library, specifically Chapter 19: 
Workstations for information on how to set up 
POSReady 2009 workstations as service hosts.  

POS Client N/A 161265 / 
FPSF-1833 

Web servers in WS4LX-CE and WS5-CE devices cannot 
be loaded because of the following error: "This application 
requires a newer version of the Microsoft.NET Compact 
Framework than the version installed on this device.” 
WS4LX-CE and WS5-CE devices need to be upgraded to 
.NET compact Framework 3.5 after upgrading to the 
Simphony First Edition release 1.8, to continue using 
them as service hosts. 
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